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Smith,
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III,

William Stanton,
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New Yo rk

Republican Ho use Members to day introduced what

they termed "a revo lutio nary new co ncept to
lems o f a mo dern so ciety -rate,

Ro biso n,

Richard s. Schweiker,

J.

Frelinghuysen,

New Yo rk

Herman T. Schneebeli,

Henry P.

Seymour Halpern,

Illinois

California

Garner E. Shriver,

Illinois

Ohio

Minnesota

Do nald Rumsfeld,

Jersey

Maryland

Kansas

Reid,

Reid,

Misso uri

E llsworth,

WASHINGTON

Quie,

E d Reinecke,

Tennessee

PLAN FOR

Mo sher,

Ogden R.

Illino is

Pennsylvania

Mathias,

Mize,

Albert H.

Flo rida

Illinois

Charles A.

Charlotte T.

New York

Minnesota

Chester L.

Nebraska

Dwyer,

Paul. Findley,
Peter H.B.

Michigan

Kansas

Duncan,

New Yo rk

California

McDade,

Charles McC.

New Hampshire

Derwinski,

Dole,

Ho rton,

Jo seph M.

Michigan

Ohio

Califo rnia

Cunningham,

Ho smer,

Ro bert McClory,

Geo rgia

Cleveland,

J.

Craig

Odin Langen,

Massachusetts

Califo rnia

Clarence Bro wn,

Frank

Theo dore Kupferman,

No rth Dako ta

Bates,

WilliamS.

Massachusetts
Illino is

deal with the complex

such as water po llutio n,

the gro wing

probcrime

traffic co ngestio n and slum ho using."
The GOP plan envisages the eventual farming out o f these immense

pro blems by go vernment to

private industry which wo uld

mo dern "systems management"

appro ach and techno lo gy to

then use the
develop and

administer a co mprehensive so lutio n.
As the first step,

the Republicans filed legislation to day

create a Natio nal Co mmissio n o n Public Management to
cability
space

o f the systems management approach to

public problems.

study the

to

appli-

no n-defense and no n-

The Co mmissio n wo uld examine the techniques

develo ped by the defense and aerospace industries fo r complex
solving and reco mmend how best they might be applied to

pro blem-

equally critical

do mestic pro blems.
A co mpanio n Bill was also

filed

to day

Senate.
- MORE

-

by ten Republicans in the
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The GOP Congressmen str essed that this is
parture

in A merican polit ical thinking.

"an

entirely new d e -

We wish to see the free enter-

pr ise system with its new capacities e nga ged in the solution of public

problems.

In one sense the concept is

as re volut ionary in p oliti c a l

science as the technological explosion has been in physical science.

In another sense,

the concept is as old as free enterprise and America

itself."
The

"systems management approach" rel i e s on

new technology to assemble, measure
relates to a given problem -- and
In complex problems,

and use all the

the capac ity of the
information that

thereby to get one c oordinated plan.

the Republicans said,

to

it may be the only way

ac hieve a comprehensive solution.
Spokesman for the group,
Massachusetts, said that

C ongressman F.

"the traditional problem-solving c onc ep t of

Government and the Democratic

Party simply won't do the

Appropr iati n g money and shuffling
be confused

w ith

Bradford Morse of

problem-solving.

job anymore.

papers in the bureaucracy should no t
The trad it ional Government approach

to a c omple x problem is to divide it into manageable parts and to
each of them separately.

A

treat

comprehensive solution is thus imp ossible .

The bureaucracy simply does not have the capacity to solve today's or
tomorrow's problems

-- but private industry with the new

app roach is

rapidly developing that capacity."
The Republicans cited the magnitude of problems which are

"

not

susce ptible to the traditional solutions":

-- 10,000 U.S.

c ommun i t ies will face serious

problems of air

pollution.
-- The demand for water consumption may exc eed the a v a ilable
supply before the end of this century.
-- There are

State s,

9 million sub-standard housing units in th-e

United

most of them in urban areas.
Traffic

jams cost the nation over

$5 billion each year.

Scientific and technical information is doubling every
fifteen years.

"In all these areas," the Republican statement said,
education,

in health services,

in law enforcement,

- MORE

-

"and in

in the distribution
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-- the United States has within its grasp a

of public welfare

completely

new set of tools .
genius

"The

of the systems approach is its ability to bring or

der out of tremendous numbers of diverse elements and factors

-- order

that not only stabilizes but creates the conditions for progress as
well.

"It is imperative to recognize the opportunity that this tech
nology in private hands affords our society to solve gnawing and long
term social problems without relying solely on Government to provide
the answers,

the machinery,

"The best
the

assurance

that the progress of science will not mean

i nsign i fic a nce of man is to recognize the revolution in technology,

to anticipate its growth,
its

the manpower and the money .

excesses,

to assure adequate personal safeguards

and to employ it for the betterment of man.

merely be awed by science;

from

We must not

we must be inspired by it to summon equal

creativity in the political and economic fields.
"The technological revolution has brought this challenge:
our political creativity
and with the mountin g

Can

keep pace with the relentless march of science

complexity of an increasingly urban society?

"The Commission we recommend would bring to bear on the manage
ment of public business the

v ery

ment,

Its mandate is to answer two

labor and edu c ation.

questions:

best minds in private industry,

govern

fundamental

How can new management technology aid us in solving prob

l e ms that lie in the non- defense sector?

What is the best way to take

advantage of the opportunities these new techniques provide?"
In the
H ugh Scott

Gordon Allott
Paul Fannin
Thruston B.

Senate the R epubl i can Bill was introduced by Senator

(Pa.)

and co-sponsored by Senators Peter H. Dominick

(Colo.),

(Ariz.),
Morton

Wal l ace F.

Jacob K.

(Ky.),

and

Bennett

Javits
John G.

- 30

(Utah),

Clifford Case

(N.Y.),

Thomas

Tower

(Tex.).

-

FULL TEXT ATTACHED

H.

Kuchel

(Colo.),

(N.J.),

(Calif.),

--- �---
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MANAGING THE

PUBLIC

BUSINESS

Mr.

�peaker,

Congress has over the past decade enacted a host of

creative

programs

designed to solve our public,

problems.
care,

social,

and economic

We have made important strides forward in educati on,

pollution control and urban development,

but the

health

dimensions of

our remaining problems are staggering.

--

10,000 of our nation's communities will face serious problems

of air pollution.
-- the demand for water consumption may exceed the available

supply

before the end of this century.
There are
States,

9 million sub-standard housing units in the United

most of them in urban areas.
traffic

jams cost the nation over

$5 billion each year.

scientific and technical information is doubling every fifteen
years.
It is clear that problems of this magnitude are not susceptible to
the traditional

solutions.

We must reach beyond our history for new

ways to manage the public business effectively and economically.
We

have

available to us already a wealth of knowledge and technol

ogy in private industry.

We have seen how new techniques of management

analysis -- the so-called

"systems approach"

-- have streamlined our

defense establishment and brought the universe within man's

reach.

We

must now determine whether these techniques can help clean our water,
educate our children and improve the quality of life in our cities.
We are today introducing legislation

to establish a National Com

mission on Public Management.
This Commission would bring to bear on the management of public
business the very best minds in private industry,
education.

government,

labor and

Its mandate is to answer two fundamental questions:

can new management

technology aid us in solving problems that

the non-defense sector?

-opportuni-ties

how

lie in

What is the best way to take advantage of the

these new techniques provide?

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROPOSAL
The technological revolution of our times has brought with it the
capacity to solve the most difficult problems which modern society faces.
And it has brought this challenge:

Can our political creativity keep

pace with the relentless march of science and with the mounting complex
ity of an increasingly urban society?

The

Commission which we propose today represents merely the first

step in an entirely new departure in American political thinking.

We

wish to see the free enterprise system with its new capacities engaged
in and responsible

for the

solution of public problems.

In one

sense

the concept is as revolutionary in political science as the technologi
cal explosion has been in physical science.
cept

In another sense,

is as old as free enterprise and America

the con

itself.

Systems management techniques and tools have given to the private
sector a capacity for problem solving that the government has not yet
developed.

It is imperative

to recognize the opportunity that this

technology in private hands affords our society to solve gnawing and
longterm

social problems without

the answers,

the machinery,

relying

solely on government to provide

the manpower and the money.
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-2�:)r i va te se c tor the g overnme nt ca n employ the most

the

By en gagi n g

a v <:�. i l a b le wi thou t expanding its own influence into

modern technol o gy
tile everyday lives

of human >:=ings.
i g n ore the caution urged

We shou l d not

·::•J.al

o d uc t ion of ev eryth in g

and no t allow it

the progress of science will

a s surance that

The best

revol ution

L-)·i.:. mean the insignificance of man is to r e cogn iz e the

We

to employ it

by

con t rol .

The

.11e"l.\'

Us ing th-::

·�:icn.
::�gai ns t

o::: T"'lat.er

c:,.':s·::cms

..:onservation •...rhich

:::an

allo;.v the

:.. c:: �..-. ion to pernit th e
or":l.y the use

applied

�s

flow of

free

sy'2 terns

of

:.. ,�neously.

r.��·!r�t

Our

to know

systems are

of

for

of today are but nothing
for tomorrow.

Sys te ms

to suburban homes.

today,

adequate

And

and equipment can res o lve

safety and air

air

formulas

problems of urban t ranspor -·

tech:1iques

barely

today' s needs

generati ons .

future

predicted

to the



to take advant a g e of

today

city worke:rs

management

incr e d ib ly compU_cated probl�ms

111e

of

life of

transportation prob lem s

can

it can ant icipate

can measure

ci·t."L7.:ens

probJ.cms whic h can be

compared to the

increasingly serious

a:1d can provide the

to come

their resources without irnp a i:<:"ing the

�anagement t�chniques

to

to prev en t and c orre ct p o llu

a;_)p:roach society

G.ccades

safe
man.

fields.

the

po l lu tion ;

for

test

the techni-.:rue�:--:;

surface

inspired by it

in

ai:c pollution ·.:a
: n be b ro ught under

<.1nd
can

:':o::

and

must be

w2

pol itic al and e conomi c

Jche suppJ.y

The air

the bet termen t of

for

rean�gement approache s ,

technolo9y

it can provide

p ollution;

s c ienc e ;

in ·the

Through basic systems
<1-nd complex problems

to assure adequ ate pers onal

growth

awed

mus t not merely :OP.

su�mnon equal creat:ivi "':.y

,

its
and

to ant icip a te

technology,

g ua rds from its excesses,

from man's

the world of

technology our servan t,

''1984, " on ly if we make the new

, where indivi

r o bots

of

We can avoid ·that world,

to his personality.

to be our master.

·

those who see modern

by

society

a

mass �-

subsumed in th�

identit y is

.:..:omforts

cf

precursor

t- e c hno l o gy only as the

traffic simul-

it takes no pro

and

that ·L.:1c g.rovrl:·.'h of ;=dr travel will con tinue on

its sudden

';��pans io n.
I n cre asing J..y,

the

p1.obJ e�s

c:: urban h ous ing,

·lsvelopment wil l be appreciat.ed,
c<:,rns of an ind us tria l

society.

::1;:�d of ·the equ ipme nt u:')on which
d e s ign of housing ,

can

fo:r more e f f ic ie n t and
s):ams,

de ve lop

dJ. .rds,

and p romi s e

·testing

•:tbe

as c ontin u ing

and urban

con

u.pplication of systems technology

it. depend s

can

improve the efficient

si!1plify �he planning of hous ing patterns,
ru.pid

p r ov ide

adr.tinis:.::r.ation of hou s ing de velo pment pro

S�{;:;b:ras to

lif<�

a

urban renewal,

they should be,

as

the mainten an c e of safe stan-

assure

and comfort in the home of

of greater ease

every American.
In educ a t ion ,
i . mportant
'n

all

in rehabilit2.tL:)l..,},

these

areas

completely new
with o::der.
th]_s

r.tw.i �t:-:x:(-: ,

set

cf

But vle

C ommiss ion

-·-

t:ools.

:r;ms-t:

to

in

Three

facts

l1avc

of .--ur urban

_;,=ty,

an d

too many a.Jsume

there exists
' :Sems

led

tool��

the

e:1::e

tha.t

for

at hand and to conside r their

First,

initiative.

growing more

awesome

only gover n�e nt

a pplication to
is

in

these

the

e nterp 1� ise.

creat ivi ty now;

need

a

for

'I;:1er-3

the domestic prob -

and com p li cated every

can solve

and

them.

Second,

administration whi ch

pu b li c

prob lems .

han ds of U.S.

alliance w ich g ov ernment can

T"'.'ithin a framework of free

and th:..1s

we must proceed

reason why we propo se

confront our soc iet y .

Ulc,'C: systems management technology
c:�·L;_ch in a fortu i t ous

�:he

::Cor p:coblera solving

a technology

uniquely suitc=d

is

T:1at

to th i s

society

States has within its grasp a

VIe must procee d care fully ;

proceed.

survey

( and equally

law en for cement

the distribution of public we lfa re --

the Uni·ted

�1pplication to the p::oblAms which

-�. ..c!ms

in

j_n health services,

solve

T hird ,

industry,

the problems

is a need for po lit ica l

the r;oTnmission we propose.
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-3NEED FOR A

NATIONAL COMMISSION

The tasks of management in both public and private enterprise have
ecome more difficult and co mplex due to the very nature of the problems
nherent in a dynamic and growing society such as ours and advances in
cience and technology.

The problems of managing even the largest Fed

ral programs of a generation ago were small compared to those of today.

11 levels of government

--

Federal,

State and local -- are finding it

'ncreasingly difficult to solve their complex management problems on a
iecemeal basis,

to a large extent because they lack the management

echniques and skills that have been applied so successfully in private
'ndustry.
Although there are stud�es

in progress dealing with the use of

ystems analysis in several specific non-defense areas,

the questions

f where the systems approach is most applicable and how it best
ial questions

require the attention of a Commission,

resident and the Congress,

appointed by the

to include the best minds in the field of

odern management technology.
study and investigation,

can be

It is our belief that these cru-

pplied are still largely unanswered.

This Commission can complete a comprehensive

taking utmost advantage of the assistance of such

estimony and consultation

from recognized experts in the

field as can be

btained during its �ctive life of 30 months.
Some of our distinguished colleagues have recently introduced legis
lation which would authorize the expenditure of public

funds,

either

directly by Executive Departments or through grants to the States,

for

contracts with universities or other public or private institutions or
organizations which would attempt
to public problems.

to apply the systems analysis approach

We fully support our colleagues on the basic issue

of stimulating governmental support for such endeavors,

but we also

believe that a national commission is required first to provide the
overall analysis and informed recommendations needed by all governmental
authorities who may have reason to use the systems approach in the future.
Initially this Cornwission must define the problems involved.

Then

it must determine the applicability of the many systems analysis and
management techniques as they relate to a myriad of problems ranging
from those relatively simple and
national issues.

Finally,

ing government-private
the

local in nature to extremely complex

it must recommend optimum means for develop

enterprise

cooperation to encourage and support

techniques found to be applicable.

investigated thoroughly,

Unless these crucial points are

we will not be able to provide guidelines

the many future applications of the systems approach,
will be limited to trial and error procedures.
definition"

phase

-- to borrow

before we can move
fact,

full

for

and instead we

We require a

"conceptual

from Department of Defense terminology

speed into the implementation phase.

This,

-

in

is merely using good systems analysis procedure!
Technology will continue to expand,

cipate its growth.

The

and the Commission should anti

Commission should become a repository of infor

mation on how the management techniques presently available have been
applied,

provide information and guidance to business and government

through seminars,

conferences and appropriate publications and encourage

the best talent in government,
public management problems.

business and the universities to study

It should consider how existing and new

techniques can be fed into the legislative and administrative processes
on a continuing basis.

It should address itself to the question of how

to ensure that new

legislative programs provide for data that wil l make

systems management

p ossible and

take

into the account the necessary inter

relationships between programs and agencies.
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�Ev��ANAGEMENT �OOtS
What are these new

I

Although

tools?

it

the Department of befense,

concept has been d�veloped primarily by

the

and

the

of major weapon and space systems.

and p r odu c t ion

for the develop::::ent

within a si z eab le segment of U.S.

available

area nm-v

agencies has only recently

defense and spa�c

F3dcral

the high degree of

a new one,

Although the term "system" is by no means
industry

The

and Space Adminj_stration and the aerospace industry

National Aeronautics

expertise in this

of new management

"systems approach".

the

is generally referred to :=:s

there is no completely

2rea

or definition covering the whole

uccepted name
technology,

managcrr.ent

come of age.
The
ment.

systems approach is

It provides

a

way of tninking about the

a

for arriving

means

job of manage

at the best solution

to a complex

problem or combination of pr��lems by means of a logical process of iden
tification a:1d contJ.::-ol of all their interrelated segments.
of the systc��s

:mmbers of diverse

and

not only stabilizes

solved

inJceracting elements and

4.:wo main features.

sewage,

Tirus

in terms such as

allowable

t11e

:�r: the

disposal of

wife in the

or

particular

system ob j e ct ives would be

the

r.l-:-:!s ired purit y of

impuritics

of performance ob

required to provide an� integrated waste

•.:::ommunity,

Pt

in terms

problem or prob-

of specifying the types of garbage disposal,

in.:;t.ead

i:1

the

r: p e c i f i c at ions

of product

or anti-pollutj_on de,rices

�'.:magement syster:t

-- order that

factors

First,

rigorously defined,

are

jectives rather ·th-n in terms
technologies.

The genius

ability to bring order out of tremendous

but creates the conditions for progress as well.

The approach has
�ems to be

its

approach is

ail:-,

solid waste

·the water

the

and

s upply,

defined

the per cent

convenience desired by the house

-- all

tied to

realistic cost and

a

t.ime schedule.
The second fe<3.ture

of the

in�.:errelations within a
m2..n =.geable

subproblems

approach enables the

of

traces out thG

Thus

water sources,
tional

land

of

use,

urban
each

arrives

factor i�
.. .

<:·::

�� s

has been described
demands.

train must arrive

time);

c>n

(cost or time limi -c-)

The goals

The application

analy;.:; is

of

at

secto� holds

bilities have already

of

waste

2·

disposal,

and recrea

v1::o:c.

as

"a

technology which applies

of the

its February

broader

the agencies,

variety

of national and local problems

l96G report,

Automation,

pointed out that,

Government an�

employed

for the future.

The possi

number of commentators.

�

question of how these

being

caE be

(the

stated condition."

for the Cleve lop::--.e�·lt of systerr.s

which are

system are defined

at '·.empts to arrive at the opti

great pro�ise

been recognized by

:.ndividual branches cf the
sources,

for any given area involves

so closely linked with t he

The National Commission on Ter-:-:.:1ology,

there is the

the solution to the total

the systems appro�ch and its related analytical

tools to the solution of a la�ge
in the non-defense

strong need

com,::>rehensive plan

the constraints and conditions are stated

Syster;,s

•

mum satisfaction of the goals with1.n the

in

for

met1-.o:l to the allocation of limi·ted resources among a

variety of competi�g

?rogress,

the systems

set of choices and decisions upon all

ceveloprr.ent,

the problem rrn.1st be looked

the scientific

empnasis on the
a problem into

c.nd implement a plan capable

It provides

uny

th,=::-!

an�

Since

Systems analysis

is its

dividing

the problc:-:c of water reso•_1::=ces

facilities.

others,

to develop

o:.Jject:!-'lc.

effest.

ot:her relevant decisions,
problem.

approach

Rather tl1an

and solving each independently,

manasers

the entire

achieving

ning,

systems

s•Tstcr'1.

and Economic
"There is a

analysis capabilities in
in Congress.

Beyond this,

different intellectual re

primarily to deal with the programs

coord:l.nated and used for the analysis of the

various social problems that

confront us."
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technologies and management techniques in
transportation,

such areas as health care,
and housing,

control of air and water pollution,

Commission pointed out the need to
which determines the

the

improve the decision-making process
The Commission said,

priority of various proposals.

" ...such decision are often made piecemeal with

no relation to each

other -- vested interest are often able to obtain unjust shares,
few mechanisms are available wh ich allow us to see the

and

-

range of alter

natives and thus enable us to choose with a comprehensiorl of the conse
quences of

our choices."

CURRENT EXAMPLES
Examples of attempts to apply these modern management principles
to State and local

affairs already exist.

The so-called "California studies"
In November

1964,

make up one such set of examples.

the State of California announced its plan for the

application of systems engineering techniques to four important public
problems.
First,

This plan was predicated on three primary considerations.

national consideration was being given to the possibility of reduced
Federal spending in defense.
investment in the defense,
therefore particularly

Second,

aerospace,

California had a particularly
and electronic industries,

large

and was

(These industries also

vulnerable to a cutback.

provided the state with experienced practitioners in systems technology).
Third,

the

State had a continuing concern with a

air and water pollution,

crime,

number of problems:

population growth and planning,

welfare,

education and so on.
Preliminary discussions between the Governor's office and industry
leaders indicated that there was considerable enthusiasm for initiating
studies to determine the feasibility of applying "systems engineering"
and

"systems analysis"

to socio-economic problems.

of reduced defense spending diminished,

As the likelihood

the focus of these discussions

changed somewhat from "How can we help the distressed aerospace industry?"
to

"How can we make a new and broader use of available skills?"
Following a round of competitive bidding in which each bidder out

lined the approach he would take and the resources he would apply to
the

study,

the State

to aerospace firms.
waste management,

of California awarded four
The areas selected

crime,

$100,000 study contracts

for study were transportation,

and information control.

The State of California is currently evaluating,
of the Ford

Foundation and others,

with the assistance

the results of these four studies.

Preliminary evaluation indicates that it is feasible to apply the

systems

capability of the aerospace industry to socio-economic problems and pro
duce meaningful and valuable results.
siastic over

In fact,

California is so enthu

their success that additional studies

are being initiated

to utilize the systems approach in analyzing land use in Santa Clara
County and state-wide social welfare programs.
conducting

The State anticipates

follow-on studies on a solid waste subsystem of an integrated

waste management system,

a statewide crime information system,

federated statewide information

and a

system tieing together all State and

local agencies.
One can cite many other examples of systems analysis applied by
forward-thinking governments.
leadership of John Lindsay,

The City of New York,

under the dynamic

is moving toward a near real-time information

system which will tie all of the city's departments and agencies into
an integrated computer-based system.
useable form for the policy-makers
level.

This system will provide data in

as well as

for those at the operating
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New York State is currently developing a computer-based Identifi
cation and Intelligence System for law enforcement,
kind in the world.

The system will provide

the first of its

unified information to all

state and local agencies which deal with the administration of criminal
justice.

The agencies will have access only to that portion of the

information which falls within their respective legal,
restrictions.

right-to-know

The scope of the system is broad:
11In support of the normal daily operation of

and local)

participating agencies,

(state

the fully implemented

s ystem will provide rapid access to summary criminal history,
as

well as detailed criminal,

on each subject;

social,

photographs and fingerprints,
and-wanted notices,
laundry marks,

and modus operandi data

will rapidly transmit graphic data,
fraudulent checks,

stolen motor vehicles,

such as

warrant

stolen property,

stocks and auto registration forgeries;

and

will provide direct scanning and computer-based searching
of all fingerprints on file,
reports,

Even in the
adherents.

the arrest and disposition

and intelligence information ...
international field the systems approach is finding

The Gre�k Government announced last March that it is nego

tiating a multimillion dollar contract with a large diversified American
industrial

concern for regional

Crete and western

Peloponnesus.

economic development on the island of
The u.s.

firm,

applying

the system

approach and developing proposals for review and approval by the Greek
Government,

will provide the management capability.

In ten years it is

hoped that both regions will be industrialized and transformed into
tourist attractions.
These illustrations only scratch the surface of the
projects we can anticipate.
public problems,
G.

Harr,

stated,

Jr.,

many large system

We can reasonably predict that many other

as yet unheard of,

will demand solution.

President of the Aerospace

110nly if this situation

As Mr.

Industries Association,

is fully grasped,

Karl
has

only if the experience

in coping with such problems which are already at hand is analyzed and
applied,

and only if the total potential for addressing these problems

is positively exploited,

will future managers both in government and

out have the tools with which to marry technological advances with a
society of free men and free institutions ...
We need to focus attention on these challenging ideas at the highest
levels of government.

The examples cited indicate that the systems

approach can be used.

However,

hensive,

look

we need to take a longer,

more compre

at the total opportunity for applying the resources we

have available to us.

The

proposed Commission can provide this necessary

perspective.

THE

JOB OF

THE COMMISSION

What specific types of questions could such a Commission be expected
to study and investigate?
One question would involve

the definition and categorization of

those social and economic problems in the non-defense sector to which the
application of the systems approach appears to hold promise.
these are obvious,

particularly at the national level,

Some of

but others such

as local community problems are more obscure and require

thoughtful

analysis.
The California studies provide a representative listing of the most
crucial of the current problems facing
and local communities will have

a

large state.

But other states

different needs which can also be
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At the

approached from a total systems standpoint.
problems

the

sometimes conflicting state and local problems

Qf relating

regional or national

integrated

national level,

system

into an

require a thorough analysis.

The distinctions between the use of systems techniques for p,lan
ning,

and controlling public programs also deserve consid

organizing,

Planning procedures and tools such

erable attention by the Commission.
as the Planning,
analysis,

Programming and Budgeting System

mathematical modeling and simulation,

(PPBS),

cost-benefit

operations analysis,

and others need to be studied in the context of the real life environ
ment of Federal,

State and local government planning operations

to

determine how they can best be utilized.
The Planning,

Programming and Budgeting System

(PPBS) is an adap

tation of a management tool originally used by the Department of Defense
to develop a clearer relationship between the planning operations of
the various defense sectors and the annual budgeting operations of the
Department.

PPBS is

currently being installed throughout the Executive

branch of the Federal government and is also being studied by several
State and city governments.

It seems certain that the general principles

of PPBS will be applicable and perhaps mandatory for most future public
programs.
Cost-benefit analysis,

or cost-effectiveness evaluation,

is another
It

management planning too l developed by the Department of Defense.

provides a framework of analysis enabling us to select between competing
programs based on the benefits versus the cost of several alternative
approaches.

In the defense area,

benefits or effectiveness can be de

fined in terms of kill probability or payload or other such quantitative
measures.

In the non-defense sector,

the definition of effectiveness

becomes extremely complicated by human factors and political considera
tion.
The use of mathematical modeling and simulation is widely used in
management training programs to illustrate
decisions

the effects of specific

in particular business situations.

modeling are in use,

Many other variations of

all with the objective of eliminating the need for

costly trial and error in the real world.

But they all have certain

limitations which need to be analyzed in conjunction with their proposed
application.
These planning tools can be effective in streamlining the decision
making processes involved in any type of public program.
of course,

The decisions,

remain the responsibility of the authorized officials,

but

the facts required to arrive at these decisions can be made more readily
available and useful.
Other types of management techniques developed recently are con
cerned with the control of complex programs during their implementation.
These management tools are identified
PAR,

and many others.

time computer-based
in New York State,

by such acronyms as PERT,

Basically they can be described as near real-

information systems,

such as those being developed

which provide the feedback information on program

activities that is necessary to quickly
management action.

isolate problem areas for prompt

These techniques have been proven in some of our

largest weapon system developments,
ballistic missile systems.

such as the Polaris and Minuteman.

They now need to be studied as they relate

to public programs in the non-defense

area,

large human and social element rather than
of.the defense

PERT/Cost,

and space

fields.

where success

involves a

the . hardware
. -or iented output
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Overriding all of this is the question of an·optimum organization -
both at the

public and private level -- to accomplish effective system

planning and implementation.

This question of

organization leads logi

cally to a Commission review of the appropriate relationships between
and among several

overlapping systems and the demands thus placed on

inter-governmental coordination at the Federal,

State,

and local levels.

Should there be a program manager responsible for all activities
in a given problem area and organizationally located in one level of the
several State and local jurisdictions which may be involved?

Or should

the responsibilities be divided among several jurisdictional authorities?
In either case,

should an industrial prime systems contractor be hired

on a turn-key basis?

Or should the systems management responsibility

reside within the government,
severalassociate contractors?

with major pieces of the

job given to

These and many other questions need study

ing to determine the best of the multitude of systems management tech
niques for use in any given situation.
The geographic boundaries and historic charters that once created
obvious administrative divisions are no longer of central importance.
For example,

the problem of pollution

in the Merrimac

River is one

involving at least two states and several local communities.
find new means for working together

to solve this problem,

They must

irrespective

of jurisdictional lines.
Functional interests have already been the foundation for hundreds
of new governmental units:
to administer reservoirs,

agencies and boards to run airports and ports,
to build

highways and to e ducate children.

The resident of Boston is governed not only by the city government,
by the Massachusetts Port Authority,
sion,

but

the Metropolitan District Commis

the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority and a plethora of

other boards and commissions.

An awareness of these revolutions in

jurisdictional authority must be included in any thorough analysis of
government's partnership in public programs.
We are all aware of the problems which can arise when two programs
or two levels of government,

in pursuit of separate but somewhat over

lapping

objectives,

goals.

This situation arises on the national level as well as on the

local level.

proceed with tunnel vision toward their respective

The need for inter-system management to coordinate such

efforts is apparent,

but the optimum methods

for

accomplishing it need

to be determined.
One source which can be tapped to assist in this endeavor is the
wealth of experience in the systems approach residing within those
Federal research and development agencies involved in
defense and space effort.
Federal

the nation's

There is a need to determine how the other

administrative agencies and State and local governments can best

expose their

own personnel to this experience by cross-training programs

with the Department of Defense and the Nati onal Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

There are attempts now being made to accomplish some

of this inter-agency transfer of

systems experience.

For example,

the

Institute for Defense Analysis and the Department of Defense have
developed the Defense Systems Analysis Education

Program.

civilian personnel from the Department of Defense,
State and the CIA are receiving training by

Officer and

the Department of

IDA and University of Mary

land personnel in an effort to fill the need for decision-makers skilled
in systems management

techniques.

The

stimulus of a national commission

investigating the opportunities and procedures for transfer would be
most welcome in encouraging and advancing
agencies.

this trend for non-defense
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Another area for Commission study would most" certainly involve an
appraisal·of the proper relationships between the various levels of
government and the private sector.

The

question of the proper balance

between public and private investment must receive careful analysis.
The level

of governmental activity will vary with each class of problems

and it is doubtful that the approach that
useful in another.

satisfies one class will be

The Commission would be expected to recommend the
Con

best means for stimulating private investment wherever possible.
is n�cessary,

where direct Government investment

versely,

the Commission

would provide suggested guidelines for the proper balance between
Federal and local funds.
As we proceed past the initial phases in the application of the
systems approach to public Froblems,
use the best possible techniques

it will become more

important to

for supporting private industry.

The

possibilities include several types of modern contracting methods,
as incentives and award fees;
to stimulate private effort,
allowances.

Also needed is

is best qualified to handle
other authorities.

and various other
such as loans,

such

financial transactions

tax incentives and cost

an analysis of which level of government
,

the end funding and with what control from

It is likely that different procedures will be

suited to different situations.

It is quite possible that the Commis

sion's efforts can lead to better methods than have yet been devised for
solving the procurement problem.

INDUSTRIAL

SYSTEMS

CAPABILITY

Along with study of the applicability of the systems approach and
the government

relationship to systems management,

the Commission can

investigate the requirements which will be placed on private industry
both in aerospace and non-aerospace companies.

It is highly probable

that even those aerospace companies with the most experience with the
systems approach will find that the application of this approach to new
kinds of public problems is different from their past experience.
California studies

The

have shown that the systems approach is feasible,

but that its application requires a certain amount of experimentation
to determine

the best way to proceed.

In other words,

the systems

approach cannot be transferred directly from the aerospace environment
to socio-economic concerns without some modification and a learning
process by all those involved.
In
of

fact,

the review of these studies by the California Department

Finance points out many problems which require further study.

Systems

analysts from the aerospace industry are used to working for large,
monolithic organizations.

State or local agencies,

agencies concerned with socio-economic problems,
ted budgets which

cannot readily be

expanded

rich ;

and even the Federal

must operate with limi

beyond estimates.

Changes

in legal authority and in budgets and procurement regulations may be
required.
In the aerospace context,

the value of a system is usually well

defined in terms of capability versus dollars.
values may be less clear.

But in government these

The value of murder prevention or a

5�fo

reduction in air pollution is difficult. to define quant i tatively.
The California evaluations also noted weaknesses
areas common to each study.

ih

certain

b � oad

There was a feeling th at the conclusions

were perhaps too positive for the brief nature of the studies and

the

size of the problems.

pre

There was a feeling

sented were imaginative and appealing

that

some of

the ideas

and very probably workable,

hut
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the cost factors

In some cases,

and adequately proven.

not totally

-

for

implementing the presented recommendations were considered inadequate.
There was �oncern that many of the

in

legal and political problems

implementing the recommendations had been siighted.

It was found that

criteria for the evaluation of any activity was

the establishment of

Similarly,

extremely difficult and frequently highly arbitrary.

the

analysis of methods of evaluation against these criteria was often in
A potentially serious problem is that of communication be

adequate.

tween the systems

oriented scientists and the specialists in the sub
It was found that scientists and engineers whose back

stantive areas.

ground is in military culture and hard sciences often find it difficult
economic,

to communicate with those steeped in social,

political and

behavioral sciences.
These points

are mentioned not to degrade

success of the California
aerospace companies

studies and

involved.

iron out some of the

in any way the notable

the excellent

They do emphasize,

jobs done by the

however,

the need

to

natural problems of transition from one frame of

reference to another.

ROLE

An important area
in the solution

SMALL BUSINESS

OF

for investigation is the role of small business

of public problems.

It is clear that the industrial

teams required for implementation of these
not be made

up entirely from big

usiness will be

industry.

"socio-economic systems"

required as much here as they have been in the develop

ment and deployment of weapon and space systems.
1�owever,

are

the

will

The unique talents of small
Yet to be determined,

specific contributions which small business can make,

-nd even more importantly,

how they can best be brought into the scheme

of things.

An excellent example of one of
ecn taken in

the approaches which has already

this area is a recent executive seminar entitled

.lianagement of Growth and Technological Change",
eastern

University and Harbridge House and

Small Business Administrati on,

for thirty corporate executives,
firms in the Boston area,
�xperiences

and the U.S.

This seminar provided a forum

representing

to explore,

small technically-based

by means of case studies,

the

The seminar also highlighted the management

_echniques involved in analyzing

corporate capabilities,

market pros

and the development and execution of a strategic plan

�ven more impor·tantly,
rsis

jointly by the

of firms which had responded successfully to drastic changes

ln their product markets.
pects,

sponsored

the Department of Defense,

�rms Control and Disarmament Agency.

"The

conducted by North

it

for

growth.

Gerved to stimulate the collection and anal

of data by the participating firms and the development of a plan

�or individual company growth.
ortheastern University

The program was so successful that

is now undertaking additional case studies for

se in future seminars.
The Commission could undertake an expansion of

this seminar concept

n cooperation with universities throughout the country.
·an provide
•conomy

as

an

Its findings

important service to the small business segment of our

it stri?es to keep pace with rapidly moving technology.

In addition,

these

findings can be expected to speed the adoption

f modern systems analysis and management techniques by smaller companies

.n non-aerospace

industries,

.ng public problems using

'inal Commission report to be
e

so that they too will be capable of attack

the systems approach.

We would expect the

a highly educational monograph which can

used by these companies and,

in the field.
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LABOR PARTICIPATION
we consider it most important that organized labor play a signi
ficant ro i e in the activities of the Commission.

There will be many

questions to answer concerning the requirement for retraining
location

and re

of the labor force in response to the applicati on of new

technology

and modern management in public programs.

as the National Commission on Technology,
Progress,

have studied this

area,

Other groups,

such

Automation, and Economic

but more effort is required.

We must

insure that the high productivity and capability of this nation's labor
force is utilized as efficiently as possible in any of our planning
the future.

For in the end,

management tools may be, it is the worker who digs the holes,
bricks,

for

no matter how good our scientific and
lays the

and connects the wires which give any project its final form.

USING

UNIVERSITY RESOURCES

The university community can also participate in and contribute
to this endeavor in several important ways.

A number of colleges and

universities are already offering courses and degree programs in oper
ations research,

and business and engineering administration programs

reflect the emphasis on new management techniques.

The number of data

processing complexes in the universities has nearly doubled in the past
three years.
seeking
ities

In fact,

the requests of the

colleges and universities

36

assistance under the National Science Foundation Computing Facil

Program totalled

for fiscal year

$14,664,316

The effective

1966.

ness of these programs should certainly be a subject for careful study
by the Commission.
In addition,

there is an obligation to utilize the intellectual

resources of the university in both an objective determination of the
problems

suitable for investigation and in the applicability of the

various management techniques to these problems.

This will provide

the universities with an important opportunity to gain intimate know
ledge of the real problems confronting the managers
This knowledge

of public programs.

will enable the universities to prepare future genera

tions of managers through revision of current curricula and addition of
new courses.
qualified

One educator has called

'generalists'

for the development of "highly

-- men able to correlate knowledge in different

fields in a meaningful and predictable way

•

.

.

.

Furthermore

•

•

logical argument that engineering is now taught backwards,"

•

there is a
producing

specialists in various technical disciplines instead of graduates with
"broad systems understanding" which puts business,

engineering,

econ

�mic, social, and other problems in perspective.
To counteract this tendency,
oility of government

the Commission could study the feasi

cooperation in establishing or encouraging the

formation of inter-disciplinary

groups within the university which would

:ombine the study of all aspects of current and future public sector
)roblems.

COMMISSION
With these and many
:igate,

OPERATION

more questions and issues to study and inves

the Commission should have a busy and

fruitful existence.

:ommission would conduct a full schedule of hearings,
lony from the recognized experts in
;egments of our society.
ts required,
�onduct

The

receiving testi

the systems field representing all

It could draw on the advice of consultants

and could contract directly with private organizations to

more detailed studies of certain

teemed necessary.

specific subjects,

if this were

In addition, it would be appropriate for the Commission
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sponsor one

�ore seminars in order to stimulate informal discus

or

sion and help to generate

v�te

leaders.

additional

seminars

The

support from both public and pri

could be held on a

geographic orfunctional

ll;.lsis.
At the end of the

firs·t year,

will have comple"ced its
an

or definition phase,

preliminary analysis of the subject and prepared

j_ntcrim report fo:r: submission to the

:report will include

cability of various

to

exam'9les,

procedures
other

At the

?,uiC.elines.
,};::"cio!1,

In

the

Tile have

3x�

of !"lodern

�,13cnagement

which nc'.�
t:-tat.

these

Rnd

forese2n

.

steps

schedule,

skills

required,

so that any government agency
final report would be ex

legislation,

.

modern technology and

�utu�e

public
so:ne

Federal executive

full

technology

application of these systems

community problems.

measure

We are sure that

of worth to this nation which
We are equally certain that

coupled with the

application of modern

m�y provide solutions to many of the problems

insoluble.
aJ:"e

to

from the initiation of an effort at the

in depth the

the

systems analysis

problems.

of the benefits and accomplish

may ult.ir;.ately provide.

techniques
appear

for

national and

:':orr�c2 Tc

th::�

These plans would contain

Cornmission' s

to describe

to oUJ: n:::-.ny

endeavor

use

the

�::-2-.:::oE.._-,ymdations

}co 2nalyze

.:n·_..:;h an

problems.

2.nd loc�l governmental action in order to better

atter:'<f>ted

can

including completed

local level would have ready access to useable

o�

current

·.·::nts which can

of us

later.

requirements,

application of

of

::13.tional level
:wr:.:")

18 months

each application,

fo::�

a.dditio::,

cc:1tain

solution

�:-::!chnique:::;

staffing

St2tc

and state

f<�cilitatc

��e

a continuing study leading up to the

2.pplying par·L:icular systems analysis and management

hard dat::t.

Federal,

pcctc::d to

analysis and management techniques to these

specific publ�c

to

This

a preliminary analysis of the appli

re�ort >�ill contain explicit plans,

for

r'stimates of co st,

·"'..!;_'..

systems

submi·cb::d

be

This final

-�ase

itself,

and a detailed plan for

f.:nal report

President and Congress.

a precise description of the problems to which the

Commission is addressing
problems,

the Commission

taken in

It
a

is

up to us

timeli'

in the Congress to ensure

fashion.

